Virotherapeutics: conditionally replicative adenoviruses for viral oncolysis.
Viral oncolysis, or virotherapy, is an endeavor to use viruses as therapeutic agents in an effort to exploit their highly evolved qualities of host cell killing and simultaneous multiplication and spread. This review describes the concept of oncolytic adenoviruses, also called conditionally replicative adenoviruses (CRAds), and recent developments--inspired by early clinical results--that aim at the optimization of CRAd efficacy. Molecular strategies applied for the development of oncolytic adenoviruses include (i) the genetic manipulation of the expression and/or function of key regulatory viral proteins in order to restrict viral replication and spread to tumor cells, (ii) the engineering of the adenoviral capsid for efficient and tumor-targeted infection, and (iii) the incorporation of heterologous genes to facilitate combination therapies or tracking of the virus. Initial clinical trials have provided proof-of-concept for adenoviral oncolysis in patients and a favorable safety profile for oncolytic adenoviruses has been demonstrated. In conclusion, adenoviral oncolysis, with its distinct therapeutic mechanism, shows remarkable therapeutic potential. Advanced generations of virotherapeutics are currently in development.